I. INTRODUCTION
The study of nonlinearly coupled units has a long and rich history. 1 An important contribution to this field was a model introduced by Kuramoto, 2 which consists of a set of coupled oscillators, each one described in terms of its phase. In this model, the units are coupled through a sinusoidal function of the phase difference between the interacting units. Extensive work has been devoted to the study of this system. 3 Recently, Ott and Antonsen showed that this model presents a stable invariant manifold in the limit of infinitely many units. 4 In this way, it was shown that the average dynamics of the system can be described in terms of a low dimensional dynamical system. Strogatz made an in-detail analysis of a closely related set of equations (periodically forced Kuramoto model) 5 as well as Antonsen et al. 6 In all these approaches, the final results are reported in the limit of an arbitrarily large number of interacting units.
In many situations where a finite number of units are involved, an infinite limit is studied in order to gain an intuition on the expected dynamics. It is useful then to have tools that allow us to estimate the minimum size of a finite population such that its behavior can be approximated by a surrogate problem with infinite number of units. In this work, we address this issue in the framework of a particular problem: The dynamics of a periodically driven set of coupled excitable elements. In the limit of infinitely many of them, the average dynamics of this system was shown to be described by a set of three ordinary differential equations. 7 For three dimensional dynamical systems, there is a strategy that allows to establish the equivalence between flows: The topological equivalence between their periodic orbits. [8] [9] [10] In this work, we analyze the solutions of the dynamical system describing the behaviour of the complex Kuramoto order parameter of an infinitely large set of driven, coupled, excitable units, for different parameters. Then we studied numerically finite size populations and compared the topological organization of the periodic solutions obtained in both systems.
II. THE MODEL
A modified version of the Kuramoto's model was previously studied by Alonso et al. 11 in order to describe the interaction of two sets of phase oscillators: One presenting periodic behavior and the other one, excitability. The dynamics of each unit is given by 
In the N ! 1 limit, the dynamics of the system can be described by a density probability function f ðrÞ ðh; x; tÞ, a)
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0; K 12 0 in order to describe the driving population. In this N ! 1 limit, the system presents a low dimensional invariant manifold given by 
III. RESULTS
Solutions of Eq. (5) were investigated numerically. Following previous works, 11 we set the parameters at values that allowed us to find a rich variety of solutions ranging from periodic to chaotic ones for the driven set order parameter z 2 (t).
12-16 An Arnold's tongues diagram was obtained by varying the frequency of the driving set ðx ð1Þ 0 Þ and the amplitude of its forcing to the excitable population (K 21 ). In this phase space, we searched for orbits of periods 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. The regions of parameters space where the different solutions are found are color coded in Figure 1 . All the tongues were labeled with the period number (in terms of the driving-set period) and a subscript number that allows to distinguish each tongue with the same period. A very interesting strategy was proposed by Gilmore and Lefranc 10 in order to compare the flows generated by three dimensional non lineal systems: The topological description of their periodic orbits.
Since the topological structure of the solutions obtained for parameters within each tongue is invariant, we selected a unique periodic orbit as a representative of the whole tongue where the orbit is found. There are many ways to characterize the topological features of periodic solutions of a three dimensional dynamical system: The way in which they link with other solutions, their knot types, etc. Among those stands, the relative rotation rates (RRRs), presented by Solari and Gilmore. 17 For each pair of points (initial conditions) in the Poincar e section, the RRR describes the relative torsion between the trajectories starting from that pair of points at which the solutions meet the section. A positive/negative sign is added in the index, in order to indicate if the crossings of the curves obey the left-hand rule: clockwise twists are considered negative while counterclockwise twists are considered positive. These numbers applied to the same periodic orbit carry the name of self relative rotation rate (SRRR) and give information about deformations under the flow in the neighborhood of the orbit. The RRR and SRRR present robustness not only under coordinate transformations but also under changes in the control parameter as long as the orbits exist.
To compute these rates, we proceed as follows. 10 The time series of the stationary state A ¼ Re(z 2 (t)) is plotted in a fixed time window corresponding to a full period s. Then, a second copy of the periodic orbit (B) is made in the same plot, but shifted one period of the driving set (i.e., B ¼ Reðz 2 ðt þ s ð1Þ ÞÞ with s ð1Þ ¼ 2p=x
0 ). Half of the sum of all crossings of both curves, over the number of periods of the driving set that fit in the window (i.e., s=s ð1Þ ), is the relative rotation rate number for that pair of initial conditions in the Poincar e section. The standard notation of this index is SRRR (1, 2) , where the numbers label the initial conditions. The process is repeated using both A ¼ Reðz 2 ðt þ ðn À 1Þs ð1Þ ÞÞ and B ¼ Reðz 2 ðtþ ðm À 1Þs ð1Þ ÞÞ, with n; m ¼ f1; 2; ::; s=s ð1Þ g and n < m (since SRRR (n,m) ¼ SRRR (m,n) and SRRR (m,m) ¼ 0 by definition). The set of SRRR for each orbit is obtained by counting the time each SRRR (n,m) is repeated, displayed as exponents. In Figure  2 
We test the hypothesis that, for a sufficiently large number of N phase oscillators, the topology of a set of periodic orbits in the complete system matches the topology of the averaged system. By fixing the parameters as in the averaged system, we compute the SRRR for solutions presented by sets of different number of oscillators (see Table I ).
For N ¼ 500 (the smallest set considered in our study), non periodic solutions were found at parameter values where the infinite system presented periodic solutions. Four periodic orbits, however, were present in our simulations. The topology of those coincides with the orbits of the same periods in the averaged system, yet they are found at different parameter values (see first row, last column in Table I ), The system of N ¼ 1000 also presents non periodic orbits at parameter values where the infinite system displays periodicity (see column 6, rows 5 and 7). Also in this case, we found periodic solutions. The period 2, 3, and 4 solutions of the N ¼ 1000 set of oscillators have the same topology as their infinite counterpart. For this number of units, we encounter solutions of higher period as well.
Progressive changes are found using N ¼ 2000 (see column 5 in Table I ), but it is for N ¼ 3000 that we found an equivalence between the finite set and the infinite limit case .   FIG. 3 . Comparison of the evolution of the order parameter for both the averaged system (right) and the finite system with N ¼ 3000 (left) for each analyzed orbit. TABLE I. Self-relative rotation rates for both the averaged system and the complete system using different numbers of units.
Notice that the first match between the topology of a finite simulation and the infinite limit is achieved for N ¼ 2000, where a period five and a period three solutions are equivalent to their counterpart of the infinite set. That match is preserved as N is increased to N ¼ 3000. It is likely that once an equivalence is achieved, it will not be lost as N is further increased.
For the finite set of solutions in this study (orbits up to period 5), sets of units larger or equal to 3000 present the same topology as the solutions of the infinitely large system. Beyond the matches between the indexes of the infinite set and the numerically simulated finite system of 3000 elements, in Figure 3 , we show the projection of the solutions in two dimensions. Solutions of period 2, 3, 4, and 5 are displayed in (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g), and (h) , respectively. In all cases, the solutions of the infinite system correspond to the right part of the figure. On the other hand, small sets present solutions that are topologically inequivalent to the ones displayed by the infinite set. In Figure 4 , we show a non periodic trajectory for parameter values at which the infinite set presents a period 2 solution (a). For N ¼ 1000, and N ¼ 2000, periodic solutions are found but yet, of a different periodicity (b) and (c).
It is interesting to explore the role of D (2) in these results, since it describes the dispersion of the parameters of the coupled units being driven. If all units present similar features (i.e., D (2) small), it is reasonable to expect synchronization among the units, which will behave as one unit with its parameters corresponding to the median of the distribution (assuming x ð2Þ 0 meets the excitability condition). On the contrary, large values of D (2) might lead to a more complex scenario, with many units presenting autonomous oscillations and many other units displaying autonomous excitability.
In order to test this hypothesis, we performed a systematic study, where different populations of units were driven. In each of the numerical experiments, the driven population was chosen to present parameters compatible with distributions of different D (2) values. Here, we present results for values of D (2) smaller than 1 (the value chosen for the population described above) and values of D (2) larger than 1. For large D (2) values, the system presents simple dynamics (period 1), both in the simulation of a large set of units, as well as, in the numerical exploration of the equations describing the average dynamics in the infinite limit. The values explored were
2, corresponding to 40%, 30%, and 0.1% of the units displaying excitability before being driven, respectively.
For smaller values of D (2) , we recovered a complex structure of subharmonic responses in the analyzed region of the ðx ð1Þ 0 ; K 12 Þ parameter space (see Figure 5) . We analyzed numerically populations with D (2) ¼ 0.019 and D (2) ¼ 0.168, which correspond to 90.13% and 60.04% of the units displaying excitability before being forced. The results are summarized in Tables II and III. As in the exampled described above (D (2) ¼ 1, resulting on a rate of 46.53% of the units presenting excitability), we compared the topological features of the average system computed by simulating the coupling between N units, with the topology of the solutions of the equations describing the averaged dynamics in the infinite limit. As expected, when the system is more homogeneous, it is easy to reach synchronization among the units, and, therefore, with a smaller number of coupled units, the system behaves as the infinite limit problem.
In the case of D (2) ¼ 0.168, for N ¼ 500, none of the orbits present the same topology as the averaged system. For N ¼ 2000, all the studied orbits but three behave as the infinite limit approximation. In the case of D (2) ¼ 0.019, for N ¼ 2000, only two orbits have not yet recovered the topology of the infinite limit. In this case with as low as N ¼ 500, we get four orbits with the same topology as the infinite case.
In summary, the dispersion of the parameters correlates with the number of units necessary to use in order to recover the average properties of an infinite-sized system.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In the last few years, there were important advances in the understanding of large systems of globally coupled phase oscillators. Particularly helpful in this program was the study of the infinite size limit: A surrogate problem where, instead of a large number of units, one studies the average properties of a set of size infinity. In a variety of problems where the units are coupled sinusoidally, 7, 13 in this limit, the dynamics was found to display low dimensional behavior.
We used topological tools to compare the low dimensional dynamics presented on average by a large system of coupled forced excitable units, with the behavior of its infinite size surrogate system.
In order to do so, we studied numerically different sets of coupled, forced excitable units, and found than N ¼ 3000 units were enough to obtain the same topological structure of the flow than in the infinite size problem. To establish this equivalence, we looked up the topological organization of periodic orbits of period five and lower. The rationale behind requesting equivalence for orbits of low period is that experimentally, it is difficult to reconstruct the topological features of higher periodic orbits. 18 Moreover, it has been shown that optimal orbits in flows are found in lower periods. 19 In any case, the pertinence of approximating a finite set with its infinite size surrogate will depend on the experimental situation.
In this work, for the explored range of parameters, we found that the dynamics of a few thousand of driven, coupled, excitable units can be adequately approximated by a surrogate of infinite size. This allows us to work with a low dimension system, describing its averaged dynamics, capable of reflecting the same features as the finite system. For different problems, and specially depending on the studies of their orbits, the number of units of the finite set that can be approximated in this way will change. Solutions displaying branches that live closely in the phase space are likely to demand a larger N to be well approximated by the solutions of the infinite system. We also found in our numerical explorations that the larger the parameter dispersion, the larger the number of units are necessary to achieve the features found in the infinite system surrogate. This work presents a rigorous strategy to deal with the pertinence of approximating finite sets by infinitely large ones. 
